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Rules Pertaining to Interruptions at Meetings 

 
By Kieran J. Purcell, Esq. 

1. The Board believes that owner attendance and participation at meetings is important 
and should be encouraged, so that more owners will become interested in and begin to 
participate in Association activities.  The Board also recognizes that owners will not always 
agree with the actions taken by the Board, and that debate is fundamental to our concepts of 
representative democracy and that differences in ideas will improve the chances for a better 
long-term result. 

On the other hand, as the elected representatives of the Association, the Board must be 
permitted to conduct its business without unreasonable interference.  Thus owner 
participation must remain orderly and be limited to the portions of meetings specifically set 
aside for such participation. 

The California Legislature has enacted laws to prevent disturbances (1) in meetings of the 
Legislature and other State and local governmental bodies (Government Code Sections 9050, 
9051, 11126.5 and 54957.9) and (2) in other public meetings (Penal Code Section 403). For those 
few owners who may not be willing to avoid disrupting meetings of the Association, they 
should be aware that California Penal Code Section 403 states, in part, as follows: 

Every person who, without authority of law, willfully disturbs or breaks up any assembly or 
meeting, that is not unlawful in its character. . . is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

To address any problems which might arise from unwarranted interruptions at meetings, the 
Board enacts the following rules to be applicable at all Board, committee and membership 
meetings. 

2. If any person interrupts a meeting, the chair will first admonish those present that any 
person who persists in interrupting the meeting will be given two specific warnings after which 
the disruptive person will be ordered to leave the meeting.  The secretary should note in the 
minutes that the chair gave this general warning. 

3. If any person again interrupts the meeting, the chair will give a specific warning to the 
person or persons doing so. The chair should indicate that the person is being warned, and the 
secretary should note the name of the person warned in the minutes, and whether it is a first 
or second warning. 
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4. Upon a third offense, the chair shall order the interrupting person or persons to leave 
the room, unless the Board votes to suspend the rules to permit the person to stay, upon such 
other conditions as the Board collectively imposes. 

5. The chair will state that if the disruptive person will not leave voluntarily, there will be 
no option but to adjourn the meeting.  If an owner is ordered to leave a meeting and refuses to 
do so, the chair may ask the police to be summoned. 

Depending on what is feasible, the meeting can be adjourned to another location or another 
time. 

6. The Board members, either individually or on behalf of the Association, may also seek 
to obtain a restraining order prohibiting harassment pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure 
Section 527.6 against any individual or individuals who willfully disturb any meeting of the 
Association's Board, committees or members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


